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Abstract 
We calculate the number of spanning trees of a complete multipartite graph, using a 'Priifer 
sequence' argument, and we use this approach to determine the distribution of the vertices of 
given degree among all the spanning trees. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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O. Introduction 
Let V be a set whose n elements are each coloured with one of  k>~2 colours 
0, 1 . . . . .  k -  1. Let ~ denote the subset of  elements with colour i and suppose that 
#V,= n,~> 1. I shall give here an expression for the number of  trees T with V(T)= V 
and such that no two adjacent vertices are coloured the same; that is, the number of 
spanning trees of  the complete k-partite graph K'" ........ ~ with n vertices. Denoting the 
number of such trees by z(no . . . . .  nk- l ;  n 1, I show in this note that 
~(no . . . . .  nl, l ;n )=n ~2 [ I  (n -n i )  <-J. ( I )  
O<~i<k 
In particular, when (no . . . . .  n~ i ;n )=(1  . . . . .  1;k), we have Cayley's theorem: T(K x ) 
= k ~ -2. (I am supposing that each ni ~> 1 for ease of exposition, but note that (1) also 
holds when some ~ = ~.) 
Austin [1] proved (1) in 1960. However, Austin's proof relies on the matrix-tree 
theorem and is far from being bijective; my aim is to give a bijective proof of  ( 1 ) 
along the lines of  Prtifer's celebrated proof of Cayley's theorem [5]. (A bijective 
proof of the cases k = 2, 3 of  (1) was found by E~ecio~lu and Remmel [2] in 1986 
and subsequently [3] these authors found a bijective proof of  all cases of  (1); but 
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the bijection I present here seems more transparent.) Finally, I give the asymptotic 
distribution of the degree of a randomly selected vertex in a random multipartite tree 
(in [3], only the asymptotic distribution of leaves is established). (It has recently come 
to my attention that Kelmans [4] describes a bijection very similar to that I give here; 
he does not, however, discuss the distribution of vertices of given degree.) 
Let J-(V0 . . . . .  Vk-1; V) denote the set of all trees as above and let ~ := V\Vi. I shall 
prove (1) by establishing a bijection 
wnk-1-1 vk -2 ,  ~: J (V0  . . . .  ,Vk_l ;V)- -+W0"°- Ix . . .  X, ,k_ l  × 
with inverse 
p"  Wo nO-I x . . .  X Wk'~l l - I  x V k-2---~--(V 0. . . .  , Vk_l; V) .  
The bijection generalises that given by Priifer and reduces to Priifer's bijeetion when 
each r/i : 1. 
I regard elements of W/, " -  l and V k-~- as strings of length n~-1 and k -2 ,  respectively, 
and denote them by ai and am. I f  a # 0 (the empty string), then head (or) and tail 
(a)  are the elements and string a'  such that a=sa ~. Denote the length of a~ by #ai 
[/b rn~-I-1 vk -2  so that, if (ao . . . . .  ak- l ,a~)C  Wo ~°-I × . . .  × "k- I  × then #ai=n i  1 (for 
0~<i<k)  and #a~ =k - 2. 
1. The bijection 
Suppose V = V(T)  is linearly ordered. Define 
~" Y-(Vo . . . . .  Vk_l; V )~ W0"°-I x . . -  x ~, -1  x V k-2 
as follows. I f  T has order 2, rifT) = (0, 0, 0). Otherwise, let a 6 Vi be the least leaf of 
T and suppose a is joined to the vertex v E W/. Let re (T -a )= (ao . . . . .  a i - t ,  ~i, ai+l . . . . .  
ok_ 1, am)  (where the hat on ai indicates that ai is omitted, if ni = 1 ). Then 
(O" . . . . .  O ' i - l ,0 ,  O' i+l . . . . .  O 'k_ l ,1 )O '~)  if ni = 1, 
~z(T): :  [,(ao . . . . .  ai--l,l)(Ti, ffi+l . . . . .  O'k - l ,O 'c<~)  if n i> l .  
This defines the map n. Also, define the map 
w" ' - ' - I  V k-2 ~-(Vo, V~_I, V) P:W0 n° - I  x ' ' '  x "k - I  X ~ . . . ,  " 
(which will be inverse to ~z) in the following way. I f  k = 2 and no = nl = 1, p(0, 0, 0) 
is the tree of  order 2 whose vertices are the elements of V0 and V1. Now suppose 
that #V>2.  First note that there is an element of V which is in none of the strings 
O'0 . . . . .  O'k-1, a~ (since ~0-<<i<k #ai + #a~ =n-  2). Suppose a E V/ is the least such 
element and let V* = V\{a},  ~* = V/\{a} and Vj* = Vjj ( j# i ) .  I f  n i> l  let v=head 
(ai) and if ni - -1  let v=head(a~) .  (Note that if n i :  1 then am #0 since otherwise 
k = 2 and, if i = 0 (say), then V0 = {a} and a is a component of  al = aa. . .  a, contrary 
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to the choice of  a.) Then p(ao . . . . .  ai . . . . .  ak- l, as  ) E J-(V0 . . . . .  Vk_ ~, V~ ) is found by 
adjoining a by an edge av to the tree 
fp(ao . . . . .  tail(ai) . . . . .  ak- l ,a~)  if h i> l ,  
T* 
I,P(ao . . . . .  ai . . . . .  ak_ l , ta i l (a~))  if ni= 1, 
which in each case lies in ~--(Vo* . . . . .  V~*I; V*). (Note that vE V(T* )= V*.) It is not 
difficult to see that the following holds. 
Proposition 1. g and p are mutually inverse maps. 
2. The distribution of the degrees of vertices 
It is well known (and easy to see) that, in the ordinary Prfifer sequence of a tree, 
the number of  appearances of  a given vertex v is one less than the degree of v. The 
same is plainly tree of  our generalised Pr/ifer sequences: 
Proposition 2. I f  T E 3-(Vo ... . .  Vk-1; V) and re(T) = (ao ..... ak-i, ao~) then the num- 
ber of appearances of vertex v in ao ..... ak-l and aoc together is one less than the 
degree of v. 
Let zCdq)(no ... . .  nk-1; n) denote the number of  trees T E ~--(V0,..., Vk-l; V) in which 
a fixed vertex v E Vq has degree d (this number is plainly independent of  v E Vq). It 
follows easily from the existence of  the bijection ~t that 
"CCdq) (no ..... nk-! ;n) 
=(n- -nq)nq-1 Z (kd-  ~ 2)(n--1)k--d~-2 ~q. oo(n i~ l ) (n - -n i - -  1) .... ,,-~ 
" (2) 
where the sum is over all k-tuples (do,...,dq_l,dq+l . . . . .  dk_l,d~) of non-negative 
integers with sum d-  1. Now suppose ~0,~1 . . . . .  ~k-i />0 are real numbers with sum 1 
and suppose the sets /So, V1 . . . . .  V~-t grow in such a way that lim . . . .  ni/n := ~i. Note 
that, as n ~ cx~, 
(n - l )  k-2-a~ --+{10 i fd~=O'  
n k-2 if d~ > O, 
di di~' 
- --+ exp - , 
n ni 
(n - ni - 1) -4  ,-~(1 - ~i)-d'n -a'. 
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Writing Aq := ~i#q ~i/( 1 - c~i), it follows from (1) and (2) and these asymptotic rela- 
tions that 
(q). 
lim rd tno .. . . .  nk l;n) 
,,--o~ r(no .. . . .  n~-l; n) 
: l imZ (n - 1)k-2-a~n k 2 H (1 _1 ~"~-1 (h i -  1) 
n~oc n ni J di (n - rl i - 1 )-d, 
i Cq, ~c 
e -A', ( d -1  )H(  7i ~ae 
(dS-1) !  Z d, . . . . .  dq_,,dq., . . . . .  4 . \~-a~J  ' 
where now the sum is over all (do .. . . .  dq-l,dq+L . . . . .  dk) with sum d- l ,  
e--AqAd--1 --q 
(d -  1)! 
Suppose a tree T is selected at random from 3-(V0 .. . . .  Vk l; V) and that X denotes 
the degree of a randomly chosen vertex of T. Asymptotically, the probability that a 
vertex has colour i is ~i, so 
e--A,Adi -1 
Pr (X=d)= Z ei 
(d -- 1)! 
O<~i<k 
In probabilistic terms, X -  1 has, asymptotically, a distribution that is a mixture of 
Poisson random variables, having parameters {Ai} with respective probabilities {c~i}. 
In particular, if the 1"/i are all equal, X - 1 has a Poisson distribution with mean 1, i.e. 
Pr (Y=d)=e-~/ (d  - 1)! (d~>l). 
We collect these facts together in 
Theorem. With the notation as above, we have 
(i) The asymptotic probability that a vertex with colour q has degree d is 
Aq d--1 )!. e Aq / (d -  1 
(ii) The asymptotic probability that a vertex of  a tree selected at random from 
Y(  Vo ... .  , Vk- 1 ; V) has degree d is 
e--A,Ad- l
Z ~i (d -  1)! 
O~i<k 
(iii) The expected egree of  a vertex with colour g is, asymptotically, 1 + Aq. 
(iv) The expected degree of a vertex of  a tree in Y(Vo . . . . .  Vk-1, V) is, asymp- 
totically, 
~i(1 +Ai) =2. 
O<~i<k 
((iv) is, of course, not surprising since the average degree of a vertex in a tree of 
order n is 2 -  2/n.) 
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It is interesting to compare (iv) with the result of  Miles [4]. Miles considered lines 
randomly drawn in the plane and the polygons they form and he showed that the 
expected (minimal)  polygon is a quadrilateral. (So, in both cases, the expected number 
is one more than the min imum number possible.) 
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